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We consider two Gaussian measures P, and P, on (C(G), 23) with zero 
expectations and covariance functions Ri(x, y) and R&v, y) respectively, where 
R&x, y) is the Green’s function of the Dirichlet problem for some uniformly 
strongly elliptic differential operator A’“) of order 2m, m > [d/2] + 1, on a 
bounded domain G in IWd (V = 1,2). It is shown that if the order of A”’ - A”’ 
is at most 2m - [d/2] - 1, then P, and Pa are equivalent, while if the order is 
greater than 2m - [d/2] - 1, then PI and P, are not always equivalent. 
1. NOTATIONS 
In this paper, we shall deal with equivalence of measures for some class of 
Gaussian random fields. In order to state our problem, we need the following 
notations. Let G be a bounded domain with a smooth boundary in the 
d-dimensional Euclidian space IV, and let m be a tixed integer such that 
m > [d/2] + 1. We denote by C,,~(G) the linear space of all infinitely differ- 
entiable functions on [Wd with supports contained in G. Set 
where x = (x1 ,..., xd) E [Wd, o = (01~ ,..., CQ), 1 01 1 = & 0~~ and ~$‘a are non- 
negative integers. The Sobolev space P(G), R > 0, is a powerful tool in our 
discussion. The inner product and the norm in H”(G) are given by 
- D=q(x) . D=+(x) dx, 
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and II v IIn = (P), v)‘,‘“, respectively. Denote by H,“(G) the closure of Csm(G) 
in H”(G). Let us consider a uniformly strongly elliptic differential operator A 
of order 2m expressed in the form 
where Q(X) are infinitely differentiable real bounded functions on G such that 
a,,(x) = a,,(x) (I (Y I, 1 p 1 < m). Then we shall say that A belongs to the class 
‘%,,, if there exists a positive constant C such that 
(74 Av), 3 c . II 7.J Ilk for any v E Cam(G). 
Now, let us introduce a Gaussian measure on a measurable space (C(G), B), 
where C(G) is the set of all real continuous functions [(x) on G and b is the 
o-algebra generated by cylinder subsets of C(G). Let R(x, y) be the Green’s 
function of the Dirichlet problem for an operator A E 2l,,, on the domain G 
in the following sense: for each y E G, 
Rl.3 Y> E fP(G) and ARC.9 Y) = SC. -Y), 
where S(X) is the so-called delta function. It must be pointed out that R(x, y) 
is a real continuous positive-definite function on G x G and is Holder con- 
tinuous in each argument (see Section 3). Therefore we can prove, by using 
the technique of Fernique [3], that there uniquely exists a probability measure 
P on (C(G), !B), for which {.$( x , x E G) is a Gaussian random field with zero ) 
expectation and covariance function R(x, y). The set of all probability measures 
on (C(G), d) obtained in this way from operators in 2Xc, will be denoted by !&,, . 
With these notations we are now ready to state our problem in the following 
section. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
It is well known that any two Gaussian measures PI and Pz on (C(G), 23) 
are either equivalent (PI - Pz) or mutually singular (PI 1 Pz). We consider 
the particular case, where P, is the probability measure in !& determined by 
an operator AtY) E rU, (V = 1, 2). We shall give a condition for PI and Pz to 
be equivalent in terms of order(d t2) - A(l)) which is the order of the operator 
A’2’ - A(l)* 
Let ‘&l be the set of all operators A E 2Xz, of the form 
A = f  L'P'*L'P', 
p-1 
(2.1) 
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where N is a positive integer, L(P) is a differential operator of order at most m 
with real bounded continuous coefficients, and L(P)* is the differential operator 
formally adjoint to L(P) (1 < p < N). Let 21z, 2 be the set of all operators A of 
order 2m defined by 
A = f Ck(-d)“+k, A = 5 a2/ax,2, (24 
k-0 j=l 
where Ck’s are nonnegative constants. It is easy to see the relation 
‘$Im2 C %,l C 21c, . Now our results are stated as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Let A(l) and Ac2) be in 21m1 and 21z, , respectiwely. If 
order(A@) - A(1)) < 2m - [d/2] - 1, then the measures PI and P2 are equivalent. 
THEOREM 2. Let AtY) be in ‘$Im2 (V = 1, 2). The measures PI and P2 are 
equivalent if and only if order(Af2) - A(l)) < 2m - [d/2] - 1. 
3. GREEN’S FUNCTION AND REPRODUCING KERNEL HILBERT SPACE 
In this section, we summarize some results on the Green’s function of the 
Dirichlet problem for an operator A E ‘& . Let us consider the equation 
u E Horn(G), Au =f, (3.1) 
where f is a given element of HF*(G) the dual space of H,“(G). Then there 
exists a continuous linear operator R from H,“*(G) to H,“(G) such that 
ARf =f (3.2) 
holds for any f E H,“*(G) ([l]). If we restrict the domain of the operator R to 
the space L2(G) = Ho(G), th en we have a continuous linear operator R from 
L2(G) to L2(G), h w ere the image of La(G) under R is contained in H2”(G) ([l]). 
The kernel theorem shows the operator R can be written in the form 
(Rf )(4 = [o R(x, y) f (y) dy, f EL2(G), (3.3) 
where R(x, y) is a bounded continuous function on G x G and R(x, y) E 
EP(G X: G) ([l]). Furth er we can prove that R(x, y) is a real positive-definite 
function on G x G and is Holder continuous in each argument. The operator R 
and the function R(x, y) are called the Green operator and the Green’s function, 
respectively, of the Dirichlet problem for the operator A on the domain G. 
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We will now proceed to the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) 
arising from the Green’s function li(x, y). First, introduce an inner product on 
Corn(G) defined by 
(93 9) = b?J> 440 Y v, 1cI E Corn(G). (3.4) 
Set 1 v  1 = (IJI, ~‘)l/~ and denote by H(A) the Hilbert space defined by the 
completion of Cam(G) with respect to this norm. Two norms 1 v  1 and /I 7 Ilrn, 
that were given before, give equivalent topologies on COW(G), so we can identify 
the set H(A) with the set H,,m(G). It is noted that H(A) is a separable Hilbert 
space consisting of continuous functions on G. Further we see the following 
LEMMA 1. The space H(A) is a RKHS with the reproducing kernel R(x, y), 
x, y E G. That is, H(A) is the smallest Hilbert space satisfying the following two 
conditions: 
(1) R(.,Y) EH(A)fw any Y E G, 
(2) (u(e), R(*, y)) = u(y) for any u E H(A) and any y E G. 
4. THE DIRECT PRODUCT OF A F&PRODUCING KERNEL HILBERT SPACE 
The notion of the direct product of a RKHS ([2]) plays an important role 
in our discussion. Let H(R) be an arbitrary RKHS with a reproducing kernel 
R(x, y), which is a real-valued function on G x G. We assume that H(R) is a 
separable Hilbert space. The direct product H@(R) of H(R) is the RKHS 
with a reproducing kernel (R @ R)[(xl, yl), (x2, y”)], (xl, y’), (x2, y2) E G x G, 
defined by 
(R 0 q&l, Y’>, (x2, Y”)l = R&l, x2) * WY19 Y2)* 
We denote by (u, v) and ((f, g>> the inner products in H(R) and H@(R) respec- 
tively. Set I u I = (u, u>~/~ and I] f 11 = <(f, f ))l12. The space H@(R) is to be 
a set of functions on G x G. Especially, H@(R) contains functions u @ v  on 
G x G given by (U @ v)(x, y) = u(x) * v(y), where u, v  E H(R). For any 
u, v, u’, v’ E H(R), we have 
<u 0 0, Ii @ 0’) = (u, 24’) . (v, v’). (4.1) 
%p~e h&=1.2.. . . is a complete orthonormal system in H(R). Then we see 
that the double sequence {vlc @ v~}~,~-~,~,... is the complete orthonormal system 
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in H@(R) and further that the space H@(R) consists of all functionsfon G x G 




It is easily seen that the series (4.2) converges absolutely for each X, y E G. 
LEMMA 2. For any f  E H@(R) and any x, y  E G, we have 
(1) fb -),f(*,y)EH(R), 
(2) I f  (x, *)I” G R(x, x1 * Ilf II’, If (-9 r)l” G R(Y, Y) . Ilf II”. 
Proof. Let f  be represented in the form (4.2) and let x be any fixed point 









= (~livk(x,12) ~l&akZ12 
zzz 
(il I(vk(‘), R(‘, x,)i2) * Ilf 11” 
= I R(-, x)1” - Ilf II” = R(x, x) - Ilf II” < 00, 
which implies the series XL, (Cz=‘=, q&+(x)) - q(e) converges strongly in H(R) 
to some element &a) E H(R). This involves, for each y E G, 
f(x,y)=2 (2 ) aklvk(x) %(Y) = g&h 
Z-l k=l 
which proves f  (x, -) E H(R). Further we obtain 
If(X,-y = I& I” 
= 2 1 f akZvk(X) 1’ < R@> x> ’ Ilf 11”. 
Z=l k-l 
The rest of the lemma can be proved analogously. 
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LEMMA 3. For any f E H@(R) and any u E H(R), aa fun&on fu on G giwen 
by f&) = ( f  (x, .>, u(.)> SatisJies 
(1) fu EH(R), 
(2) Ifu I G Ilf II . 124 I* 
Proof. Let f  be represented in the form (4.2) and let x be any fixed point 
in G. We have shown in the proof of Lemma 2 that i 
f(~, a) = f (2 URPX(~:)) . ~(-1 in H(R). 
Z=l k=l 
Then, 
f&) = <f(& *), 4-b 1 
=i(f BkZWk(X) (wz 9 u> 
Z=l k=l 
) 
= f (f ~kZ<% > u>) WkW 
k=l Z=l I 
since 
f 5 I ~kZWk(f4I * I<oz9 u>l 1 !( 2 G f 2 I %Lf4~)l 14 k=l Z=l k=l 
< R(x, 4 - Ilf II” - I u I2 -=c ~0. 
On the other hand, we have 
= Ilf II” - 124 I” < co, 
which implies the series Cz=‘=, (C”= z 1 akz(wz , u)) wk(‘) converges strongly in H(R) 
to some element g(.) E H(R). It follows that fu(x) = g(x) and consequently 
f,, E H(R). We then obtain / 
Ifu I2 = lg I2 = c oIkZ<WZ 3 u> 2 G Ilf II” * I u I29 
k-l 
which completes the proof. 
In the rest of this section, we assume that R(x, y) is the Green’s function 
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corresponding to .sap op!ejatoriA ‘E !J& . We have shown in Lemma 1 that R(x, y) 
is the reproducing kernel of the Hilbert space H(A). For this reason, it is 
convenient to denote by H@(A) the direct product of H(A). 
LEMMA 4. Let A E %,,,l be represented in the form (2.1). Then the inner 
products in H(A) and H@(A) can be represented as follows; 
‘1 
(24, v) == 5 (L%, L’“‘v), ) u, v E H(A), (4.4) 
p=1 
where (E; , F2)d(oxc) denotes the inner product in the space L2(G x G) of square 
integrable functions on G x G. 
Proof. We can easily show (4.4) by (3.4). In order to prove (4.5), we have 
only to show, for any f  E H@(A), 
where II F llL~~cxc) = (KF)2’&&) . We denote by sj the subset of H@(A) con- 
sisting of all functions f  on G x G of the form 
where ni’s are positive integers. Then & is a dense linear subset of H@(A). 
Using (4.1) and (4.4),\ t, i is easy to prove (4.6) for any f  E 8. We will now proceed 
to the general case. For ,a.ny f~ H@(A), there exist fn E !ij, n = 1,2,..., such 
that lirnn+- 11 fn -f II i 0. We denote by F,PSq the function in La(G x G) 
given by 
8’ 
F;vq(x, y) = LF!L$‘)f,(x, y), 1 <p,q<N, n=l,2 ,.... 
By using the, relation (4.6) for each %, we can prove that {F~q}n=1,2,... is a 
Cauchy sequence in I;B(G x G) and it converges to some element 
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F%’ eL2(G x G), h h w ic is determined uniquely by f (1 < p, q < N). We can 
then show the following relations: 
which proves the relation (4.6) for any f E H@(A). 
LEMMA 5. Let AE ‘&,,l be represented in the form (2.1). The space H@(A) 
consists of all continuous functiom f on G x G satisfying the following three 
conditions: 
(1) f (2, -), f (., r) 6 H,“(G) for any x, Y E G, 
(2) (f (x, .), Av(*))~ E H,“(G) for any I E COW(G), 
Lj$L:‘f(x, y)l” dx dy < 00. 
Proof. If f E H@(A), then Lemmas 2, 3, and 4 guarantee the conditions (l), 
(2), and (3) respectively. The continuity off follows from the one of the repro- 
ducing kernel of H@(A). C onversely, let f be a continuous function on G x G 
satisfying the above three conditions, We have, for any g E H@(A), 
1 gl il (L?)L%(x, d9Li?@f(x, y))La(GxG) 1 < cf * 11 g II, 
Therefore, by the theorem of Riesz, there exists a function fO E H@(A) such 
that, for any g E H@(A), 
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If we take now a function g E H@(A) given by g(x, y) = v(x) * #(y), where p 
and Z/I are arbitrary functions in C,“fG). we have 
This equation gives us further 
G%JW * 4(Y), f(% Y) -f&X, Y))L?GxG) = 0. 
Setting u(x) = (f(x, .) -f,(x, a), A$(*)),, , x E G, we obtain u E H,m(G) and 
(u, &)a = 0. Then we see, by the uniqueness theorem of the Dirichlet problem; 
that u = 0 on G. Therefore it holds, for each x E G, f(x, *) -fa(x, *) E H,“(G) 
and 
(f(% ;> -MT *)9 A#(*)), = 09 
from which we obtain f = fs E H@(A). The proof is thus complete. 
5. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
First, we shall state a condition for two Gaussian measures to be equivalent 
in terms of the corresponding covariance functions. Let P, be the probability 
measure in ‘!& determined by an operator A(“) E 9fI, (V = 1, 2). We denote by 
R, and R,(x, y) the Green operator and the Green’s function respectively 
corresponding to AtY) (V = 1,2). Then we see by the general result [5] that 
PI N Pz if and only if 
4(x, Y) - R,(x, Y) E H@‘(W. 
Combining this with Lemma 5, we obtain the following 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A(l) and At2) be in ‘%,l and 91z, , respectively, where 
A(l) is represented in the form (2.1). The measures PI and Pz are equivalent if and 
only if 
$1 gl /G !G  ’ Lf’Lf’[R,(x, y) - R,(x, y)]l” dx dy < ~0. (5.1) 
683/6/z-8 
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In this connection we note that the above proposition is similar to the one 
for the case of homogeneous Gaussian random fields ([7]). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose A(l) is represented in the form (2.1). Set 
r = order(Aca) - A(l)) and 
44 = [(Rl - R‘Jf 164 = s, l?l(X, Y) - w, HI f(Y) dY, 
where f is an arbitrary function in La(G). Then the function u is the solution 
of the Dirichlet problem in the following sense: 
u E H,“(G) and A’lju = (A(2) - A(l)) R,f. 
Since Ref~ Ham(G) and (At2) -A(l)) R,f E Ha*+‘(G), we obtain u E H(sm-r)+am(G) 
by the regularity theorem. Therefore the image of La(G) under R, - R, is 
contained in H@+r)+sm(G). We see now by the kernel theorem that 
R,(x, y) - R,(x, y) E H@~-7)+2~--IVl--1(G x G). 
If Y < 2m - [d/2] - 1, we obtain R,(x, y) - R,(x, y) E Ham(G x G), which 
implies the equivalence of PI and Pz by Proposition 1. The proof is thus 
complete. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Since A(l) E ‘%[m2 C ‘%,l, the “if” part follows imme- 
diately from Theorem 1. We have now only to prove the “only if” part. Let us 
prepare some notations used below. We can assume that An is represented 
in the form 
A’“’ = f &‘( -@-k, 
k=O 
where Cjj’r’s are nonnegative constants and C$” > 0 (V = 1,2), and that Am 
is also represented in the form (2.1). We denote by Q”(t) a polynomial in 
5 1 ,..., Sdj given by 
Q&3 = f c!e”’ (-5 SIP)“-‘, y = 1, 2. 
k=O j=l 
By a fundamental solution of AtY) we mean a distribution E, in lRd such that 
A(v)E, = 6 (V = 1,2). We can construct these fundamental solutions with the 
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aid of Fourier transforms and show that they are continuous functions on Rd. 
We remark that functions &(x, y), v  = 1,2, on G x G given by 
H”(% Y) = -qx - Y> - 4(X? Y), v  = 132, (5.2) 
satisfy the conditions 
H,(x,Y) E fj Hn(G x ‘3, v  = 1,2. 
V&=0 
In fact, it is easy to see that A(“)H,f = 0 (V = 1,2), where f  is an arbitrary 
function in L2(G) and H, is a continuous linear operator from L2(G) to P(G) 
given by 
(HYfE4 = s,K(T Y>f(r) dy, v  = 1,2. 
We see then by the theorem of Friedrichs ([4]) that HVf E no=, H”(G) (v = 1,2). 
Therefore we obtain (5.3) by the kernel theorem. / 
We are now ready to prove the only if part of Theorem 2. Suppose that 
PI N P2 . Then we have 
s 
@l(z) - A(l)) E2(x)12 dx < co, u = {x E w; 1 x 1 < l}. 
u 
(5.4) 
In fact, it is easy to see by (5.1)-(5.3) that 
g1 g J-G J-G ’ 
~$‘k;‘[E,(x - y) - E,(x - y)]l” dx dy < 03. 
In view of the representation (2.1) of A(l), where the coefficients of the operators 
L.(P) are constants, it follows that 
1 &[E,(x - y) - E,(x - y)]l” dx dy < co. 
Therefore we obtain (5.4) by using the following equation in the sense of 
distributions: 
&[E,(x - y) - E,(x - y)] = (A:’ - A:)) E,(x - y). 
In order to replace the condition (5.4) by the one concerning the polynomials 
Q”(f) (V = 1, 2), we construct the fundamental solution E,(x) of AC21 by using 
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the technique of Hijrmander ([6]). Then Ea( x can be written in the following ) 
form: 
where 
E,(x) = F2064 + F2(4, (5.5) 
Fat,(x) = 5 [ ’ i$.$” ] (x) symbolically,l 
F2(x) = 5 [&] (4, 
XT(f) = 1, I51 3 T, 
= 0, I41 -==c T, (5.6) 
and T is some positive constant. We remark that F,(X) is infinitely differentiable 
on F-P and F,(X) is infinitely differentiable on IT?9 - (0). Therefore we see by 
(5.4) and (5.5) that 
s ((A(2) - A(l)) F2(x)12 dx < co. (5.7) u 
Set r = order(A(a) - A(l)) and 
M(x) = f (cp - Ck’)(-1)“-K 5 (XT([) (=$;;;T-k ) (X). (5.8) 
k=O 
Then we see by (5.6~(5.8) that M(x) EL*(U). Thus it suffices to show 
Y < 2m - [d/2] - 1 under the condition M(x) EP(U). Set 
S,(6) = cy ( 1 -gl 5i2 m and S2(t3 = ;I C!? ( -fl v)--“. 
By using the relation 
repeatedly, we obtain the following expansion: 
(Cf=, iafj2)“-” 
Q2V0 
(2k+21) + p,,,(t), 1 5 1 2 TV (5.9) 
1 gf denotes the inverse Fourier transform off defined by 
(5f>W = U/CWl swa e’“‘ff(l) dS. 
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where C(K, 1)‘s are constants, C(k, 0) # 0, and n, is a positive integer such 
that P~,~,([) = o(j ,$ I-“-‘) as 1 e 1 + co (0 < K < m). Set 
&$4 = RX&) * I 5 I-2p1(~)~ P z 0, (5.10) 
and 
R&) = ax&? * Pk&)l(49 O<k<m. 
Then we see by (5.8)-(5.11) that 
M(x) = (c$’ - C$)(-l)m C(0, 0) K,(x) 
+ (Cf’ - I$‘)(- 1)” y C(0, Z) K,(x) 
Z=l 
(5.11) 
m  mn, 
+ zl ,x0 CC:’ - Ci?)(-l)m-k C(k, 0 &+dx) 
+ F. <cp - Ct))(-l)lla--k R&x). 
We can show that Rk(x), 0 < k < m, are bounded continuous functions on Rd 
and I&,(x), 0 < p < (d - 1)/2, are written in the form 
K,(x) = SW + Jo(x), (5.13) 
&cx) = %,d ’ I x Pd + Jp(x), 1 G P G (d - 1)/T (5.14) 
where ID(x), 0 < p < (d - 1)/2, are bounded continuous functions on Rd and 
C 9.d , 1 <p < (d - 1)/T, are nonzero constants. Further we can prove the 
following inequalities in U: 
I &(X)I < CIJ * I x 12p-d, 1 < p < (d - 1)/2, 
< co - (&$/I x I) + I), P = 42, (5.15) 
G co, P 2 (d + 1)/Z 
where C, is some positive constant. Since M(x) GD( U) CP(U), Rk(x) ELM 
(0 < k < m), K,(x) EP(U) (p > 1) and K,(x) $Ll(U), we see by (5.12) that 
CA’) = CA’). Therefore M(x) can be written in the form 
M(x) = (Cj$,,, - C&,2)(-l)r’2 C(m - (r/2),0) fLT12(4 
+ 2 b .Kw,z+&) +R(x), n, = mnO + (r/2), (5.16) 
p=1 
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where A, , 1 < p < n, , are constants and R(x) is a bounded continuous function 
on Rd. 
Now, we have only to consider two cases: (1) m - (r/2) > (d-- 1)/2; 
(2) m - (r/2) < (d - 1)/2. I n case (l), we directly obtain Y < 2m - d < 
2m - [d/2] - 1. In case (2) we see by (5.14)-(5.16) that 
M(x) = (c:l?y2 - C~!+.,,)(-1)“” C(m - (r/2), 0) Cm-r,2,d - 1 x 12m--r-d 
+ 2 /.Lp - 1 x 12m--r-d+2D+ J(x), n2 = Kd - 1)/21 - Cm - WN, 
p=1 
(5.17) 
where pp, 1 <P <n2, are constants and j(x) is a continuous function on 
U - (0) satisfying the following inequality in U: 
I J(x)l G c; * P%U/l x I) + 11, C,’ > 0. 
Therefore we can show the following inequality in some neighborhood U,, of 
x=0, u,cu: 
1 M(x)/ > c . 1 x p--d, c > 0. 
Then we see by M(x) EJY( Us) that I x j2m--T-d EL~( Us), which implies that 
Y < 2m - [d/2] - 1. The proof is thus complete. 
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